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This talk

Carbon flux in England and Wales
Aggregated computer code outputs
Sources of uncertainty in the application
Some results
Further work in this area
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Carbon Flux
Carbon flux (CF) is the exchange of carbon 
between vegetation, soils and the atmosphere.
Net biome productivity (NBP) is the net uptake 
of CO2 by the land (i.e. plants and soil).
NBP = GPP – plant respiration 

– soil respiration – disturbances
GPP is gross primary production, which is 
photosynthetic fixation by vegetation.
NBP is important in the calculation of a 
country’s CO2 output.
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Accounting for CF in England and Wales

Our work is 
concerned with the 
CF in England and 
Wales for the year 
2000.
We have divided the 
two countries into 
707 sites, which 
have a 6th of a 
degree resolution. 
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Knowledge and Data on CF
One of the outputs of the Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation 
Model (SDGVMd) is NBP.
Used to model CF for four different plant functional types (PFTs).

Inputs needed:
25 plant parameters
Soil texture and bulk density
Climate data

Land cover of each PFT is taken from the LCM2000.
Climate parameters for the year 2000 are taken as known.

Beliefs about soil parameters were inferred from available soil 
data at each site.
Beliefs about the plant parameters were elicited from an expert.
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The computer code problem

SDGVMd is computationally expensive: a run 
at each site consists of a 600 year spin-up and 
a proper run from 1901 – 2000.
As SDGVMd inputs are uncertain, we need to 
run the code for many input combinations.
For a Monte Carlo analysis, this would be 
thousands of runs at each site for each PFT.
Using the Gaussian process model, this can 
be reduced to a few hundred. 
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Aggregating code outputs

We are interested in the total NBP for England 
and Wales in the year 2000, which is given by:

where     is the area of site i and     is the 
proportion of PFT t at site i.
Uncertainty about the model and its inputs must 
be propagated through this sum. 
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Sources of uncertainty
We only run the model at 33 out of the 707 sites.
At the 33 sample sites, SDGVMd for each PFT is 
modelled using a Gaussian process.

We are uncertain about
the model inputs,
the behaviour of SDGVMd away from training data 
points,
the extrapolation of the model output to the 674 non-
sample sites.

The Gaussian process model allows us to track this 
uncertainty through our analysis.
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The 33 sample sites

Sample sites were 
selected to cover 
the whole region 
and to be 
representative of the 
different climatic 
conditions.
The wide range of 
inter-site distances 
give information 
about spatial 
correlation for 
different scales. 
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Modelling SDGVMd at the sample sites

Build a statistical emulator of SDGVMd using a 
Gaussian process model (O’Hagan (2006)).
This requires 200-300 runs of the model for 
each PFT at each sample site.
Maximin Latin Hypercube designs are used to 
select the model inputs based on the beliefs 
about the parameters.
We can use the statistical emulators to 
calculate the mean value of NBP (and 
uncertainty about it) for each PFT at the 33 
sample sites.
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Extrapolation across the 707 sites

We use kriging to extrapolate from the 33 sample sites 
to the whole of England and Wales.

Kriging provided us with estimates of the mean NBP at 
the non-sample sites and a measure of uncertainty 
about those estimates.

The parameters of the semivariogram were estimated 
using the data.
There is therefore extra uncertainty about these 
parameters that we did not account for.
However, we found the final estimates of NBP to be 
relatively robust to small changes to the 
semivariogram.
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Standard dev. of NBP (gC/m2)
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Aggregated NBP (gC/m2) across PFTs

Mean Standard deviation
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Aggregated NBP across all sites

Total Var.
(MtC)2

VarInp
(MtC)2

VarInt
(MtC)2

Mean 
(MtC)PFT

0.03380.02480.00900.4454Crop
0.26890.25980.00904.6389Grassland

0.32120.29830.02297.5475Total
0.00100.0010Covs
0.00050.00050.00000.7807EvNl
0.01280.00800.00481.6826DcBl
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Comparison with another study

A study of carbon removal by forestry in the 
UK in 2000 (Milne and Cannell (2005)) 
produces an estimate of

2.118 MtC (< 2.463MtC)
for NBP due to forestry only.

This estimate was made using a simple 
dynamic carbon-accounting model.
Uncertainty about their figure is not clear.
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Conclusions

This method gives us an opportunity to 
account for uncertainty about the final 
estimates of NBP.
The results of analyses like these are used for 
policy making.
Drawbacks

Not all uncertainty accounted for
SDGVM taken as reality

No calibration
No model discrepancy
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